
How Marxists Are Using Political Correctness
In Social Engineering United
Political correctness is a form of censorship that seeks to silence dissenting
opinions and promote a particular ideology. It is often used by Marxists to
divide society and advance their own agenda.
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Marxists believe that the world is divided into two classes: the bourgeoisie
and the proletariat. The bourgeoisie are the owners of the means of
production, while the proletariat are the workers who sell their labor for
wages. Marxists believe that the bourgeoisie exploit the proletariat, and that
this exploitation is the root of all social problems.

Political correctness is a tool that Marxists use to silence dissent and
promote their own ideology. By labeling dissenting opinions as "hate
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speech" or "offensive," Marxists can shut down debate and prevent people
from expressing their views.

Political correctness is also used to divide society. By creating a climate of
fear and intimidation, Marxists can make it difficult for people to have open
and honest conversations about important issues.

The use of political correctness by Marxists is a dangerous trend. It is a
form of censorship that seeks to silence dissenting opinions and promote a
particular ideology. This is a threat to free speech and open debate, and it
must be stopped.

Examples of Marxist Social Engineering

There are many examples of how Marxists have used political correctness
to silence dissent and divide society. Here are a few examples:

In 2017, a group of students at the University of California, Berkeley,
protested a speech by conservative commentator Milo Yiannopoulos.
The protesters shouted down Yiannopoulos and prevented him from
speaking. The university administration later issued a statement
condemning Yiannopoulos's speech as "hate speech."

In 2018, a group of students at Evergreen State College protested the
presence of a conservative speaker on campus. The protesters
demanded that the speaker be removed from campus and that the
college create a "safe space" for students of color. The college
administration later issued a statement apologizing for the speaker's
presence on campus.



In 2019, a group of students at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill protested a speech by conservative commentator Charles
Murray. The protesters shouted down Murray and prevented him from
speaking. The university administration later issued a statement
condemning Murray's speech as "hate speech."

These are just a few examples of how Marxists have used political
correctness to silence dissent and divide society. This is a dangerous trend
that must be stopped.

How to Fight Back Against Marxist Social Engineering

There are a number of things that can be done to fight back against Marxist
social engineering. Here are a few tips:

Be aware of the tactics that Marxists use. Marxists often use
political correctness to silence dissent and divide society. Be aware of
these tactics and don't let them succeed.

Don't be afraid to speak out. Don't be afraid to express your
dissenting opinions, even if they are unpopular. The more people who
speak out against Marxist social engineering, the less power it will
have.

Support free speech. The First Amendment of the United States
Constitution protects free speech. Support organizations that defend
free speech and fight against censorship.

Educate others. Educate others about the dangers of Marxist social
engineering. The more people who understand the threat, the more
likely we are to defeat it.



The fight against Marxist social engineering is a long and difficult one, but it
is a fight that we must win. The future of our society depends on it.
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The Great Deliverance Inspector Lynley: A
Literary Masterpiece Unraveling the Intricacies
of Policing and Human Character
: In the realm of detective fiction, Elizabeth George's "The Great
Deliverance Inspector Lynley" stands as a towering literary achievement.
This captivating novel delves into...
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